No. 35
OFFICER ADMINISTERING THE GOVERNMENT

TO
THE SECRETARY OF STATE.
(Received 6.10 p.m., 9th April, 1933.)

TELEGRAM.

No. 86, 9th April. Your telegram No. 73* Surinam Boundary. Police station maintained until few years ago at No. 63 in approximately latitude N. 5 degrees 58 minutes 53 seconds and longitude W. 57 degrees 0000 minutes 54 seconds would appear to be suitable site for erection of landmark(s) and starting point for boundary, as the line prolonged seawards from that point on the true bearing N. 28 degrees E. would apparently pass across sandbank known as Thursday Cay on which if so desired beacons could be erected. If time allows I suggest that the Chief British Commissioner should inspect the proposed site in order to ascertain its suitability. This would take about a fortnight.

* No. 60013/35 [No. 6]. 34
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